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Digging in the
Digital Archive
USING DIGITAL COLLECTIONS TO ENHANCE YOUR FAMILY HISTORY RESEARCH

Download slides & handout:
https://dee pg enes.com/downloads
Kristin Britanik, Cranberry Genealogy Club Program, 27 January 2021
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What is a Digital
Collection?
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An online database of digital objects that
can include text, still images, audio, video,
or other digital media formats. Objects can
consist of digitized content like print or
photographs, as well as originally produced
digital content like word processor files or
social media posts.
In addition to storing content, digital
libraries provide means for organizing,
searching, and retrieving the content
contained in the collection.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_library
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Who creates
digital
collections?
• Libraries
• Local Historical Societies
• Non-profits and Museums
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How can digital collections
enhance my research?
• If you’re lucky, help you find vital record information
and break down brickwalls
• Fill in more descriptive information about your
ancestors’ lives
• Learn about where they lived, worked, and what they did for fun

• Give you a general idea of the social and historical
environment your ancestors were living in.
Judge Magazine Front cover, Vol. 88, no. 2254
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/1aaa2fd0-1f90-0134-9154-00505686a51c
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How are they different
than genealogy websites?
•
•

•

•

Usually free!
Serves a wider audience than just
genealogists
More diverse range of document and
source types
Typically not indexed in the same way

Verso. Pennsylvania, 20 shillings, 1773
https://digitalcollections.library.harvard.edu/catalog/W362629_urn-3:HBS.Baker.AC:1083653
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What types of
documents can
I find?
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Historic
Photographs
“Sunshine”
https://historicpittsburgh.org/islandor
a/object/pitt%3A9119B.XXV.12.SH

Retrographer Project: Historic
photographs of Pittsburgh on a Map
http://retrographer.org/
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Correspondence
Benson Family Papers
https://repository.duke.edu/dc/benso
nfamilypapers-002045970
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Family Bibles
Family Bible Records Collection
University of South Carolina Libraries
http://digital.library.sc.edu/collections
/family-bible-records/
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Diaries
George C. Burmeister diary, 1862
https://digital.lib.uiowa.edu/islandora
/object/ui%3Atestcwd_28402_2_7
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Maps
Central Business District
https://historicpittsburgh.org/islandor
a/object/pitt%3A20091019-hopkins0006/viewer

Map Demo:
https://historicpittsburgh.org/
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Oral Histories
Voices Remembering Slavery: Freed
People Tell Their Stories
https://www.loc.gov/collections/voice
s-remembering-slavery/about-thiscollection/
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Newsletters
The Echo
https://historicpittsburgh.org/islandor
a/object/pitt%3A86083190/viewer#p
age/1/mode/2up
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Newsletters
The Echo
https://historicpittsburgh.org/islandor
a/object/pitt%3A86083190/viewer#p
age/10/mode/2up
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Newsletters
The Echo
https://historicpittsburgh.org/islandor
a/object/pitt%3A86083190/viewer#p
age/24/mode/2up
https://digitalarchives.powerlibrary.org
/psa/islandora/object/psa%3A53216
5?overlay_query=RELS_EXT_isMem
berOfCollection_uri_ms%3A%22info
%3Afedora/psa%3Acdardpa57%22
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Postcards
New University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, circa 19071911
https://hdl.handle.net/1903.1/18840
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Cookbooks
“Aunt Babette’s Cook Book"
https://n2t.net/ark:/85335/m5cq2b
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Figuring
out the
Puzzle
Using digital sources for
family histor y research is like
putting together a puzzle…
Scripture natural history & zoology (puzzle pieces in wooden box)
https://cdm16786.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/childrens/id/812
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Metadata
Metadata is descriptive information about a digital
image or object
• Title
• Date
• Subject
• Location
Usually standardized so that digital images can be easily
found and searched across multiple platforms
Japanese Macaque Print
https://search.library.wisc.edu/digital/AW4FFMJZOJVNZ78X/full/AXVNDGQ24YL23L8Z
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Metadata
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Metadata
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Challenges in
Searching

Coverage is dependent on how the institution gets the
material. Libraries, archives, and non-profits can have
broad or narrow collecting policies.
Example:
Bureau of Police, Department of Public Safety,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Records, 1896-1936 AIS.1972.11
Custodial History
These records were discovered abandoned in the loft of the
King's Court, 3807 Forbes Avenue, which at one time was the
headquarters of the No. 4 (Oakland) police station. Mike
Coon, Jack Simpson, and Art Harger, owners of a copying
service on the third floor of King's Court and renters of the
loft, gave these records to the Archives Service Center.
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Challenges in
Searching

• Functionality and search capability vary widely by each
different site
• Limitations of metadata cataloging: Family Bible, Family
Record, Genealogy Chart, Family Tree, Family Register. All
ways to describe the same object
• Metadata is imperfect

Charley Wallace, prospector
https://oac.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/kt000016kh/?brand=oac4
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Basic Search

• Most sites have a search box on the main page where you
can enter in search terms and all fields across all digital
objects
• Some sites only let you search at preset collection levels
• Basic searching often returns a lot of results that will then
have to be narrowed down using filters to weed out
unnecessary results
• Try a variety of search terms
Historic Pittsburgh Demo
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Select certain metadata fields and search only those fields

Advanced
Search
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Full Text
Search

Many digital collections make typewritten text searchable
using Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
OCR is far from perfect
Only works for standard typewritten text
It is not always searched by default in digital collections
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Original

OCR
illepnrt nf iﬁnhert lﬂitrairn. lﬁreaihent Another year of our
work has come and gone. We ﬁrmly believe that these
past twelve months have been productive of much good
to many of our Kingsley boys and girls, who are to be
future men and women of Greater Pittsburgh. To detail
the work of Kingsley House Association in a brief report
would be as impossible as it is unneces- sary. The
“Record,” published monthly under the auspices of the
Association, keeps us all familiar with the progress that
is constantly being made. I express the hope that this
pamphlet be carefully read, as it comes to you from
month to month. v A Kingsley House Association is not
merely a build- ing on Bedford Avenue used as an
assembly place for 1,500 to 2,000 boys and girls who
can there study the
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OCR

Original

L A L A :LAL.*-..A.'_.A:..'.-.Ah......_.____.._« ANTED A—
.A go Til Ii.!L=‘._;'t?»Lii.‘ ii. i.‘ ii? PER -. who ‘can some
Well 1-ecoiilviienderLlL to take cliziige of .1. family of
four» persoiis, the Toiiugcst. of ivluieli is tweiTve_years
of age. Address ox (1, 1:13. I A loll OFFICE. _iu93:
;ANTED—— One LIME BURNER, one UARRY MAN a
L at No. 203 LIBERTY §%. two LABOREM 9 L
AANTED——By a re:'spect:il;)le young . A lady.
BOARDING in.aL. euteel m-ivzztefainlly. either in
ittsburg or Alleg ny_ Address, stating} teimA§_¥which.miist be ‘mode -Tate.) M. B ,
c9.reVc1)t's]?1iA)X .: _h ; AMERICAN
1wiiwp1Es~KNoyVN«As 1ib3LMBOLD’S oaiviiinrc
PREPAitA'I“IONS, via n-nLi»ino1.n's uxrusor "nocnu." T113 lttsburg. A " -" SABSAPARELA‘ _ ODM‘
WANTED4—A ROOM‘ to to u IM?R0vED ROSE
WA3H_ _ L - L A used as a stud .near Grant or Ross
and Third sts. L A A L A L «L -:: A A A A LALL AA A A A A
A A A A A AA ‘
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Full Text
Search Tips

Try a variety of combinations of your search terms.
Use Search Operators:
Quotes for exact matching
* Denotes a wildcard, meaning it will match any character
Searching for Fred Rogers:
▪ Fred Rogers
▪ “Fred Rogers” or “Rogers Fred”
▪ Rogers
▪ “F. Rogers”
▪ Rog*
If the quality is poor, browse records manually as you would
the original objects. Check for indexes.

Woman with man looking at Fair site map
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/5e66b3e9-1393-d471-e040-e00a180654d7
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Browsing
Digital
Collections

Given the difficulty in making collections fully discoverable
(OCR limitations and challenges of cataloging and creating
metadata) sometimes it’s better to browse collections to
explore.
Look for the terms Browse, Explore, View All or if you
can’t find those features put the * character in the search box.
Browsing can be narrowed by filters (or facets) created based
on metadata. Filter by fields such as date, creator, location,
subject
NYPL Demo
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Just because it isn’t online doesn’t mean it’s not accessible

Non-Digitized
Collections

Archivist create finding aids to make items more
discoverable
There are tools that allow you to search finding aids across
many collections. www.archivegrid.org
If you find something that might help your research, contact
the institution to find out more and how to access the
collection
Even if it’s long distance, some institutions may have a
process for lookups
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Finding Aids
PHMC Demo
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Web Page
Search Tip
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Digital
Collections
Aggregators

DPLA
Digital Public
Libraries of
America

Europeana
Managed by the
European union

Archive.org
Non-profit
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Basic Plan for
Using Digital
Collections

1. Identify qualities of your ancestors that you’d
like to use to explore online collections. Some
ideas include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Surname
Location
Ethnicity
Group Association
Profession
Major Life Events

2. Find relevant digital collections
a.
b.

Google is your friend!
Look for libraries and universities close to where
your ancestors lived.

3. Search and Browse the collection using the tips
and techniques outlined in this presentation.
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Case Study:
Mugshots

While searching newspapers, I
learned Max T. Ruff was a
bartender who was robbed stick-up
style on 6 February 1919 in
Pittsburgh. Further newspaper
searches revealed Peter Coops and
John Snyder were the perpetrators.
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Case Study:
Mugshots

I wondered if there were any police records for the City of
Pittsburgh during that time that might have a police report
with more information.
So I searched Historic Pittsburgh for police records. I only searched
the words Police and then another for Crime. I knew that Historic
Pittsburgh was limited to Pittsburgh area records only.
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Case Study:
Mugshots

I narrowed the search results based where Type of Object =
Finding Aid.
a.

In the results I found a promising record for Guide to the
Bureau of Police, Department of Public Safety, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Records, 1896-1936 AIS.1972.11

b.

Within this record I found that the Criminal Photograph Album
from 1919-1920 has been digitized (note it’s not classified as
mugshots)

c.

I opened the record and fortunately it had an index and I could
look up the surnames Snyder and Coops
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Case Study 1:
Mugshots
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Case Study 1:
Mugshots
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Questions?
Contact: Kristin@deepgenes.com
Download Slides & Handout:
https://deepgenes.com/downloads
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